TEST REQUIREMENTS FOR GRADUATE PROGRAMMES

GRE, LGAT & LUMS SBASSE SUBJECT TEST

SYED BABAR ALI SCHOOL OF SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING (SBASSE)

MUSHTAQ AHMAD GURMANI SCHOOL OF HUMANITIES AND SOCIAL SCIENCES (MGHSS)

REGISTER NOW!

For LUMS Graduate Admission Test (LGAT) and LUMS SBASSE Subject Test details, please visit: admission.lums.edu.pk/graduate-programmes

For GRE, please visit: www.ets.org

#MERITMATTERS
Local Applicants

- Graduate Record Examination (GRE) General for MS Economics Programme
- LUMS Graduate Admission Test (LGAT) and LUMS SBASSE Subject Test for MS and PhD Programmes (Biology, Chemistry, Physics, Mathematics, Electrical Engineering and Computer Science)

Exemption for local applicants who have taken GRE Tests

- Applicants who have taken the GRE General Test through the Educational Testing Service (ETS), USA during the last two years and obtained an aggregate score of 300 in the Quantitative and Verbal sections are exempted from LGAT
- Applicants who have taken the GRE Subject Test in Biology, Chemistry, Physics and Mathematics through ETS, USA during the last two years and obtained a score at the 60th percentile or above are exempted from the LUMS SBASSE Subject Test
- Applicants applying to Computer Science and Electrical Engineering Programmes are required to take the LUMS SBASSE Subject Test due to the unavailability of a GRE Subject Test in Computer Science and Electrical Engineering

International Applicants

- GRE General for MS Economics Programme
- GRE General and GRE Subject Test for SBASSE MS and PhD Programmes (Biology, Chemistry, Physics and Mathematics) through ETS, USA
- GRE General for Computer Science and Electrical Engineering Programme through ETS, USA. Due to the unavailability of a GRE Subject Test in Computer Science and Electrical Engineering, these applicants will be assessed based on their GRE General Test score only